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USA Dynamic CMA Portfolio  

 

 Investment Objective 

The Dynamic CMA USA Portfolio is designed to use the information gained from relative 

valuations to adjust asset allocation within the portfolio. The alignment moves toward 

increasing conservativeness as market and sector valuations approach overvalued 

positions and moves toward higher aspirational positions when market valuations move 

toward undervalued positions.  

 

 What is Dynamic CMA Allocation?  

Dynamic CMA Allocation uses the calculation of market, sector, industry group and 

individual stock fair valuations. Markets and stocks normally operate within a range of 

fair value. The center point of fair valuation is what we call valuation neutral. This is 

where the stock price or market is trading at 100% fair value; the security is being 

traded at a fair value. Since markets and stocks are forward looking, share prices reflect 

the collective market’s opinion on the stock and market future, positively (> 100.0% Fv) 

or negatively (< 100.0% Fv). When relative valuations depart from the neutral range, 

(80.0% Fv to 120.0% FV) stock allocations within the portfolio should be adjusted 

Figure 1: Representative internal portfolio allocations to Core, Market and Aspirational Stocks Under Various Market Valuation Conditions 
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toward being more conservative when valuations become overly exuberant and move 

to being more aggressive when valuations become overly pessimistic. These 

adjustments take place gradually over time just as markets adjust overtime to 

expectations. 

In the Figure 1, several representative examples are shown for various market 

conditions. In UnderValued markets there will be a higher percentage of Market and 

Aspirational stocks in the portfolio and less Core stocks. The reverse is true when 

markets become overly optimistic. As market valuations become excessive, the 

percentage of Aspirational stocks is reduced, and the percentage of Market and Core 

stocks increases. The Market Neutral position is where the client feels the balance 

between stability and future opportunity for this portfolio is comfortable.  

A slider scale is placed at the bottom of the chart that plots current market conditions. 

In Figure 1, the current market conditions are 107.1% Fv, just slightly above market 

neutral and indicating a positive view of the future. This figure can be found on 

Investment-Strategy.net website under Client Service > Asset Allocation > Americas > 

USA Dynamic CMA and under ISN News when updated. 


